## Payroll Calendar

### 2018

**January**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 4
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**February**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 5
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**March**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 6
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**April**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 7
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**May**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 8
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**June**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 9
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**July**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 10
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**August**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 11
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**September**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 12
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**October**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 13
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**November**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 14
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

**December**

- **Pay Period End:** 29 PD 15
- **Pay Period Begin:** 2 Pay Day
- **Vendor Inbound File Deadline:** VIFD
- **Holiday:** H

---

**CT* (1/1/19 Compute on Holiday):** Monday, December 31 will be treated like a typical Compute Tuesday with the HRIS update deadline at 2:00PM.

All payroll interfaces normally scheduled for Monday, Dec 31st must be in by Friday, Dec 28th.

4 Payrolls with Compressed Preparation Time; Payday 24 on Thanksgiving Holiday

---

*Previous version of this document for 2018 was released in 2017.*

---
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